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+:+ NI offers the following points for consideration to retain 
Riverbank AAP in the Military Value Portfolio (MVP) as 
the only government industrial base facility with unique 
capabilities to manufacture: 

Deer, drawn, large caliber cartridge cases 
105mm Stryker Vehicle, 76mm and 5"54 Navy Guns, 
and the 155mm Advanced Gun System (AGS) for the 
Navy's DD(X) Program 
M42, M46 and M77 cargo grenade bodies 
Only facility to have successfully made the M77 
High fra&entation 60md81mm mortars 
Developed the process and produced a limited 
quantity - 
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+3 NI is concerned with the DoD recommendation to 
relocate the cartridge case manufacturing facility from 
Riverbank AAP to Rock Island Arsenal 

Limited available stockpile of large caliber cartridge cases 
Serious considerations must be given since a move of this 
magnitude would require a total shut down of production 
One-time relocation cost estimates 
May not be all encompassing and the recurring savings 
projected optimistic 
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Largest deep drawn steel 
cartridge case (155m.m) for. 

Navy's Advanced Gun System 

Deep draw technology 
A complex process 
A series of precise, consecutive 
press operations 
High quality, one-piece, variable 
wall case 
Final internal and external 
configuration 
Meeting the needs of mating 
components for end items 
required by the customer 
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Knowledge, Skills, and Abilities 
+:+ Years of proven experience in developing deep draw technology 
+:* Technical expertise for the manufacture of the cartridge case 

requires years to develop 

Combined technical and skilled manufacturing workforce - a vital 
component 
Tooling design capability - key to applying the deep draw technology 
to the manufacture of a press formed cartridge case 
In-depth knowledge and unparalleled experience in thermal 
treatments - optimize manufacturability for consistent quality 
Thorough understanding of machining - achieve the complex final 
machined configuration and surfaces 
Application of proper zinc plating surfaces - to meet exacting customer 
specifications 
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Concerns for Cost Estimates in COBRA Model 

One-time cost of $25.2M: It is likely that cost can exceed $60M when 
the project is complete 

$5M for acquisition of new equipment: This bud et may not be 
sufficient td cover even the aeqcisition of a 5,000 press and a 
thermal treatment sys tem 

F 
Prove-out cost: It will be necessary to prove out the new line to 
ensure that the facility is capable of meeting manufacturing and 
quality requirements 

$5,000 for training and travel: may not be adequate to support the 
move 
Industrial Waste Treatment Facilitv roper permits to handle 
effluents from the metal parts mark :P acturing 
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Located in Riverbank, CA on 170 acres with approx. 
800,000 square feet under roof 
Integrated facility - Engineering, Production, 
Maintenance, Industrial Waste Treatment Plant; 
Chemical, Metallurgical, Metrology Labs, Machine 
Shop/Tool Room 
Flexible cartridge case production facility 
Laid away cargo grenade facility for M42/M46 and 
M77 (The only producer for M77) 
Experienced and skilled workforce 
IS0 9001 and IS0 14001 certified 
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Extended Range Guided Munitions 
(ERGM) 

DD(X) Advanced Gun Svstems: 
J 

4 3  Under contract with General Dynamics, NI developed a 
manufacturing process for the deep drawn 155mm 

- A 

cartridge case- - * Largest steel cartridge case ever produced + Length: 42 inches 

4 3  NI engineers with their technical expertise worked with *3 Weight: 35 1b. 
O Firing range - 100 nautical the customer to reach optimal cartridge case design to miles inland 

reduce extraction force at firing 3 12 round per minute 
*:* Currently in Production Qualification & Testing Phase 
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105mm Steel Tank Cartridge Cases for 
Stryker Vehicle For the Future Combat 
System 

Two types of cases in production: Wall Buster for 
L3JMecar and Canister for Alliant Techsystems 
(ATK) 
Only deep drawn steel cartridge cases have met 
autoloader handling requirements 
Ongoing annual requirements approx. 20K 
Over 40K produced to date 
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Arm V 
105mm Steel Cartridge Cases: 

Q Cartridge cases produced for 105mm Howitzer Round 
Over 10K produced since 2001 
Over 35 million cases produced during the Vietnam 
Conflict 

+3 Cartridge cases produced for 105mm Tank Round 

In addition to the Stryker Program, Riverbank is qualified 
to manufacture other 105mm tank round cartridge cases 
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Air Force 
105mm Brass Cartridge Cases: 

9 Cases produced for Air Force AC-130 Gunship 
Q Over 29K delivered since 2003 
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U.S. Navv - 
76mm Steel Cartridge Cases: - 
Currently on contract to roduce 5,700 cases; 
production scheduled in uly 2005 P 
Over 75K delivered since 2001 
Positioned to support future obligations of foreign 
partners 

5"54 Steel Cartridge Cases: 
Contract for approx. 24K anticipated 
Over 50K delivered since 2003. 
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